Footpath name

Problem and comments (red text are key issues of which further details appear in a separate
word file)

Date checked

Vegetation (inc nettles and thistles) narrows path near to Westbury Close. Fly tipping (plastic bags
stuffed with rubbish) near dog bin at junction with Redhill Road. Sign at this point obscured by
vegetation.
Fly tipping at S end (by litter bin). Deep pothole (6") half way along (see picture 2356) danger
exacerbated by lack of lighting. Some overgrown vegetation.

18/06/2014

Repair of little use. Pothole is just as bad as before.
Quite a lot of litter. Damaged litter bin near to MUGA - see picture.
Minor litter and graffitti only.
Offensive graffitti. Litter not too bad. Uneven surface.
Minor litter and graffitti only.
Graffitti now on wall at N end.
Overhanging vegetation in vicinity of barriers near old hospital site. Hospital site currently for sale,
and now closed to intruders.
Some overhanging vegetation. Previously noted litter much better. Electricity sub-station at S end
still used as giant litter bin. Graffiti not offensive.
No barrier at junction with busy Old Park Road A600
Litter bins are often over-filled and are subject to vandalism at weekends in particluar - bases are
broken. Tree root damage has received attention in the last few days.

03/08/2014
11/07/2014
26/06/2014
26/06/2014
26/06/2014
14/07/2014
18/06/2014

NA
26
Bogeyman's alley 30

Temporarily closed. Apparent route not signposted past NMR site.
Much improved. Little litter. Pile of old newspapers still there, but is in advanced state of decay.

19/09/2014
18/06/2014

Coopers Alley
NA
NA (Priory End
path?)

35
38
43

No issues.
Signpost has fallen down at junction with Priory End.
N of bridge fallen fence, but access to the land to W of the path is not barred. The fence simply
contributes to a feeling of lack of care of the path. Nettles and fallen tree in section through trees
to S of bridge. Can easily be circumnavigated.

29/06/2014
10/08/2014
25/08/2014

NA

45

Some dog fouling

25/08/2014

Oughtonhead
lane

Footpath
number (def
map)
3

NA

10

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Chalkdell Path
Maxwell’s Path

10
11
12
14
15
17
18

Union path

20

Braunds Alley

23
24

19/06/2014

18/06/2014
18/06/2014
18/07/2014

NA
Butchers Lane
NA
Cemetery walk
Kershaws Hill
path
NA

46
50
51
55
56

No issues.
No issues.
No issues.
No issues.
No issues.

25/08/2014
29/06/2014
12/08/2014
26/06/2014
11/08/2014

58

Minor graffitti on seats on hill and wall by water tower. Otherwise no issues. There is a CCTV
camera on the lower section which may deter some graffitti compared with previously.

10/08/2014

St Johns Path

62

Section where soil and dead leaves encroaches onto tarmac surface could present problems in
29/06/2014
winter
No issues.
11/08/2014
Some litter. Dangerous brick gateway (blocked by fence) - see picture. Arch is broken and could fall. 26/06/2014

Taylors Hill
63
Storehouse Lane 65
Riddy Lane
NA
NA

71
72
73

Much more litter than previously. Little change in levels of graffitti.
Litter left bagged by bin. Otherwise no issues.
No major issues. Fairly wide borders alongside William Ransome school and at back of gardens of
houses at end of Benslow Lane might have potential to be managed as wildlife feature?

26/06/2014
03/08/2014
03/08/2014

Burtons Path
Benslow Path
Avenue Path
NA
NA
NA
Railway fb to St
Michaels Rd only

74
75
76
77
78
80
80

No major issues, although can be lonely at night.
No major issues, although can be lonely at night.
Can be lonely at night. Name board is missing at both ends.
Some relatively minor tree root damage. No signs.
Some relatively minor tree root damage. No signs.
Fly tipping and litter near Chaucer Way
Quite a lot of litter NE of FB.

03/08/2014
03/08/2014
03/08/2014
03/08/2014
03/08/2014
19/09/2015
03/08/2014

Baulk path
85
St Michaels Rd to 87
St Michaels
Mount only

Minor litter only.
19/03/2016
Much vegetation at St Michael's Rd end - FP sign is not obvious and the path uninviting. However, 03/08/2014
this path is not useful - the exit onto Cambridge from St Michael's Mount gives no onward route to
the station.

NA

89

Signpost is old (HUDC) and fails to make clear that this path leads to a busy road with no onward
connection.
No new issues
Broken down vegetation blocks track. Redundant vandalised seat remains in place. Some work is
currently taking place. Maybe this will address these issues.

19/12/2014

West Alley
Gypsy Lane

90
94

Gypsy Lane

94

Very muddy surface near N end awaiting picture (notified via Jeremey Burroughs)

08/08/2014

Gypsy Lane
NA
HOOP (part on
road)

94
81 and 83
between 94
and 70

28/08/2014
19/12/2015
19/06/2015

NA
Saunders Walk

119
NA

Hole opening near metal plate at S end (notified by Mike Clarke).
Litter now much less than previous. Lighting is probably adequate.
Raised verge is narrow, uneven and dangerous. Traffic approaching Hitchin has limited visibility of
pedestrians with no warning signs, and travels up to 50mph. NM aware of this from previous
survey.
Uneven surface, but this is semi-rural in spite of its location.
Private estate sign on estate land. May deter some, but a mere statement of fact. No attempt to
block path.
No issues.

Unnamed path NA
between
Stevenage road
(to E of Orange
Tree pub car
park) and Francis
Close
Redhill Path

NA

Rowan Grove
NA
link - between
Rown Grove and
Langridge Close

17/07/2014
19/03/2015

12/08/2014
26/06/2014
29/06/2014

Newly created plantings at N end are still well-cared-for. Further to the S the problems with fly24/08/2014
tipping and general litter remain. This time, an old lawn mower casing has been abandoned. The
garages between the path and Westmill Road side at the N end are in very poor repair, and attract
vandals.
No issues.
29/06/2014

